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QUESTION 1

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a web diagnose command, and then answer the question below. 

Which one of the following statements explains why the cache statistics are all zeros? 

A. The administrator has reallocated the cache memory to a separate process. 

B. There are no users making web requests. 

C. The FortiGuard web filter cache is disabled in the FortiGate\\'s configuration. 

D. FortiGate is using a flow-based web filter and the cache applies only to proxy-based inspection. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a diagnose command, and the answer the question below. 

Which statements are true regarding the Weight value? 

A. Its initial value is calculated based on the round trip delay (RTT). 

B. Its initial value is statically set to 10. 

C. Its value is incremented with each packet lost. 

D. It determines which FortiGuard server is used for license validation. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A FortiGate is configured as an explicit web proxy. Clients using this web proxy are reposting DNS errors when
accessing any website. The administrator executes the following debug commands and observes that the n-dns-timeout
counter is increasing: 
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What should the administrator check to fix the problem? 

A. The connectivity between the FortiGate unit and the DNS server. 

B. The connectivity between the client workstations and the DNS server. 

C. That DNS traffic from client workstations is allowed by the explicit web proxy policies. 

D. That DNS service is enabled in the explicit web proxy interface. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit, which contains partial output from an IKE real-time debug. 

Based on the debug output, which phase 1 setting is enabled in the configuration of this VPN? 

A. auto-discovery-shortcut 

B. auto-discovery-forwarder 

C. auto-discovery-sender 

D. auto-discovery-receiver 
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Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.0.0/handbook/320160/example- advpnconfiguration 

First the Spoke receives SHORTCUT_OFFER, it respondes with sending shortcut-query. AT the end it receives
SHORTCUT_REPLY and creates new dynamic tunnel (H2S_0_0). 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are correct regarding application layer test commands? (Choose two.) 

A. They are used to filter real-time debugs. 

B. They display real-time application debugs. 

C. Some of them display statistics and configuration information about a feature or process. 

D. Some of them can be used to restart an application. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Application layer test commands don\\'t display info in real time, but they do show statistics and configuration info about
a feature or process. You can also use some of these commands to restart a process or execute a change in its
operation. 
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